Cathedral Counseling Center helps people make sense of their lives during difficult times through affordable, professional mental health services. Many of our clients are facing severe issues in their employment and finances due to the continued stresses in our economic environment. The availability of affordable mental health services at Cathedral Counseling Center enables them to face these difficult times without becoming overwhelmed by anxiety or depression, or resorting to destructive behaviors such as domestic violence, alcohol abuse, or drug addiction.
Cathedral Counseling Center provided 16,468 therapy sessions, an 11% increase over the number provided in 2008.

The average client fee was held constant at the level of $44 per session, a level we have maintained for the last 4 years.

A new therapist position was created, the Associate Therapist, and former Fellows Kate Glickman, Leigh Rocklin, and Jason Stell were hired in this role.

Two groups for victims of post-traumatic stress disorder were held and well-received, and a Consultation Group for Advanced Clinicians was initiated.

Our first annual benefit held at Maxim’s contributed $50,000 – the most ever!

New directors were welcomed to the board: Dawn Baity, Greg O’Leary and Stephan Roberts.

The board’s January retreat resulted in a set of priorities and action plans for the coming years, as well as renewed commitment.

Cathedral Counseling Center successfully secured its property tax exemption.

During an economic time when many non-profits are not financially sound and having to reduce services, Cathedral Counseling Center is financially stable and growing.
We are grateful for our community of friends

According to Giving USA 2010 charitable giving in the United States dropped 3.6% in 2009. Because Cathedral Counseling Center is extremely blessed with a dedicated and generous community of over 250 donor friends, we were able to meet our goal for donations in 2009 and end the year breaking even. We are particularly thankful for the donors who responded to our special appeal in August when our donations were lagging prior year by 45%. We welcome the 58 donors who are new to our community, many of them celebrating with us at our annual benefit or the Hagstrom’s fabulous lobster dinner, or grieving with us for the loss of special friends. The characteristic that all our donor friends share is a strong belief in the positive impact quality, affordable mental health care can make on people’s lives and on our social fabric. It is our hope that all of our donor friends will continue to make the commitment to help others through the difficult times in their lives.
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Genuine – Donors who have given for four to eight years
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Philip Hale  
Donald Halperin  
Paula Harbage &  
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Richard Higginbotham  
Susan Horowitz  
Alice & John Huff  
Francis Yvonne Jackson  
Julie Kaufman &  
Beth Wright  
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Amy Masters Woods  
Cynthia Mazura  
Lynn McIntyre  
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L.J. Sheridan & Company  
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Barbara & Bob Spencer  
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GENESIS – Donors who have given for one to three years
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In-Kind Donations were given by:
Peggy Barber
Donna Kelly
Jay Lenn
Mario Montgomery
Matt Rogers
Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal
Emily Stone
Constance Wilson

Contributions are frequently given to Cathedral Counseling Center to show appreciation for or in memory of someone who has been a special supporter. Contributions are also given by our donor friends to celebrate birthdays of friends and other occasions. We appreciate and want to recognize the people who inspired these special gifts.
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In 2009 Cathedral Counseling Center responded to over 1,200 calls for help and cared for about 1000 people by providing 16,468 therapy sessions. We are committed to providing high quality mental health services to adults based on the client’s ability to pay, regardless of age, gender, race, religious or sexual preference. This chart provides an overview of these characteristics of our clients:
2009 Annual Report

Allocations of Funds

Sources of operating revenue
2009 Total = $1,459,284

- Client Fees and Insurance $1,173,230
- Other $11,823
- Episcopal Charities & Community Services $65,000
- Donations: Organizations $91,975
- Donations: Individuals $117,256

Uses of funds
2009 Total = $1,487,195

- Direct Services $1,213,188
- Fundraising $51,382
- Management $222,625
Your Donations Helped Provide
16,468 Therapy Sessions to
Relieve Mental Suffering
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